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MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 

1. What is the force present between two charged bodies called? 

A)  Electrostatic force 

B)  Electromagnetic force 

C) Gravitational force 

D) Frictional force 

 

2. What happens when two bodies are rubbed against each other? 

A)  They acquire equal and similar charges. 

B)  They acquire equal and opposite charges. 

C) They acquire different charges but in different amounts depending upon their masses. 

D) They do not acquire any charge. 

 

3. What is the S.I. unit of electric charge? 

A)  Coulomb                             

B)   Ampere                              

C)  Volt                                       

D) Watt       

 

4. Why is a lightning conductor installed on a building? 

A)  So that it collects the electric power present in the lightning 

B) So that it repels the lightning that falls on the building 

C) So that it forces the lightning to fall in an area where there are no buildings 

D) So that it conducts electric charge to the ground when lightning strikes the building 

 

5.  On which of the following scales is the magnitude of an earthquake measured? 

A)  Celsius                                 



B)  Richter                 

C) Fahrenheit         

D) Both (A) and (B) 

 

6.  When we rub glass rod with fur, the glass rod will acquire 

A) Positive charge 

B) Negative charge 

C) Either positive or negative charge 

D) Neither positive nor negative charge 

 

7. Two electroscope one positively charged (X) and the other negatively charged (Y) are 

connected with a copper wire as shown in figure. Which of the following will 

happen?  

A) Electrons will move from X to Y. 

B) Protons will move from X to Y. 

C) Electrons will move from Y to X. 

D) Protons will move from Y to X 

 

8. Which of the following shows the distribution of charges on a neutral metal sphere when a 

negatively charged balloon is brought near it? (Assume metal sphere is at insulating stand.) 

A)                          

B)        

C)                 

D)            



 

9. Electroscope is used- 

A) To detect and test small electric charges. 

B) To calculate the amount of electric charge flowing through the conductor in the given 

interval of time. 

C) To measure the magnitude of pressure. 

D) To test the presence of magnetic field. 

 

10.  Consider the list of terms given below: 

(i) Tsunami 

(ii) Landslide 

(iii) Floods 

(iv) Lightning 

Earthquakes can cause 

(a) (i), (ii) & (iii) 

(b) (ii) & (iv) 

(c) (ii), (iii) & (iv) 

(d) (iii) & (iv) 

 

State whether the following are True or False. 

(a) Earthquakes occur all the time all over the world. 

(b) The plates of the outermost layer of the earth are always in continuous motion. 

(c) Tremors on the earth can also be caused by the eruption of a volcano. 

(d) The process of electric discharge cannot occur between clouds and the earth. 

(e) Bathing outdoors should be avoided during a thunderstorm. 

 

Fill in the blanks with suitable word/s. 

 

 

1.  The electrical charges can be transferred from a __________ object to another object 

through a __________ conductor. 

2. The crust and mantle is broken into pieces known as __________ 

3. __________ is an instrument that records seismic waves. 

4. __________ is the sudden shaking and trembling of the earth. 

5. __________ is an earthquake under sea. 

6. Transfer of charge to the earth is called as __________. 

7. Richter scale measure __________ of earthquake. 

8. When two bodies are rubbed against each other, they acquire __________ and __________ 

charges. 

9. There are two kinds of charges __________ and . 

10. The uppermost layer of the earth is called __________. 



11. All tall buildings must be equipped with __________ to protect them against lightning. 

 

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS. 

1. If aluminium strips of an electroscope are replaced by plastic strips and a charged body 

is brought in contact with the metal clip. Explain what will happen? 

 

 

2. If a charged plastic straw is brought near another uncharged plastic straw, what will 

happen? 

 

 

3. During construction of a building, the lightning conductor was a little shorter and cannot 

be buried in the ground. Would the lightning conductor be still effective? Explain. 

 

 

4. The strips of an electroscope diverge when a charged body is brought in contact with the 

metal clip. 

What will happen to the strips if we gently touch the metal clip with hands? 

 

 

5. Explain how does lightning conductor protects a building from getting struck by lightning. 

 

 

6.What precautions would you take if lightning occurs while you are outside the house? 

 

 

 

 


